December 5, 2017
Noteworthy News
The new sculptures
along Upper Shoe
Pond were created
by career architectsculptor Larry
Brown. Larry enjoys
bringing a sense of
dimensionality to
his art. The spatial
openness of this
large art
installation invites
people to walk in
and around the
abstract sculptures.
The displays were
created using
fiberglass from
boat hulls. The first sculpture, located near 600 Cummings
Center, is called "Tusks." The second display, called
"Sunfish," consists of three sculptures along the fence line
of Upper Shoe Pond. Each individual sculpture is available
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for purchase, and a portion of the proceeds will be donated
to charity. To inquire about purchasing a sculpture, please
contact Larry at 617-281-6850.

Upcoming Event
MicroData is hosting a lobby event on Wednesday, December 6 from 11:30 AM to 1:30 PM in
the 100-L lobby (between J. Barrett Realty and People's United Bank). MicroData will be
providing free dark web scans to allow companies to see how much and what type of
information can be found. Stop by to learn how to get a Hewlett Packard Enterprise server for
$249. The first 100 people to sign up for MicroData's blog will receive a scratch ticket.

Friendly Reminder
Fire Alarm Safety: In the event a fire alarm sounds, evacuate the building immediately. To
ensure the safety of yourself and others, please remain a safe distance from the building. This
will allow everyone to evacuate the building without hindering the efforts of the fire officials.
Should such a fire or any other building evacuation emergency occur, wait for police or fire
officials to announce that it is safe before re-entering a building. In the event that you
accidentally trigger an alarm, please remain present and communicate what occurred to the
fire department.

Blog Bites

Urban Design Goes Suburban: If you think you need to be in the heart of Boston or Cambridge
to lease office space with the chic and modern vibe of an urban center, think again. The new
Innovative Suite at Cummings Center harkens back to the industrial boom of the early 20th
century while incorporating contemporary office design elements similar to those that draw
pioneering firms to Kendall Square and the Seaport District. For entrepreneurs in search of an
office with an urban attitude, Cummings Center's new Innovative Suite - similar to those built
by Cummings' in-house design and construction teams for Quarto Publishing Group and
DataOne Software - delivers. For more information, read the blog.

Business Spotlight
Burgin Platner Hurley Insurance
Agency was founded in Quincy,
Massachusetts in 1925. It opened the
satellite office at 100 Cummings
Center, Suite 425-G in July 2015.
Burgin Platner Hurley provides
business and personal insurance, as well as financial services. For more information, contact
the office at 617-691-2669.

Shoe Snippets
Fun facts about the historic Cummings Center site, formerly known as "The Shoe"

During the Depression, The Shoe went down to a four-day workweek, rather than laying
employees off.

If you no longer wish to receive our emails you may unsubscribe. Unfortunately, if you
unsubscribe, you will not receive important building notices such as water and electric
shutdowns, or fire alarm testing.

